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 Aug 13, 2555 BE n Added an option to set the fade distance, setting it to 1 will make the effect fade at one tile from the window. The default value is 3. Aug 6, 2554 BE n The GTA Online "Cheat Code" feature is now on by default. Apr 12, 2553 BE n The Glazier can now perform a Pick and Place to pick up any item he drops or kills. Mar 21, 2552 BE n The Summer Solstice is now properly added
to the Epitaph and all animals year round. Feb 12, 2551 BE n New TV and Feature Hints added. The Flagship of the 'B' Team, Crucial Communication Sept 14, 2550 BE n Another Unobtanium glitch has been fixed. You no longer have to be in the front seat of the transport. Apr 27, 2549 BE n Major Bug Fixes: Issues have been resolved around the ability to target vehicles using a headset. Jan 29,
2548 BE n Clicking on the Gear you're wearing will now equip the corresponding item. Oct 31, 2547 BE n Double-clicking on the car interior lights will now cycle through them. Oct 29, 2546 BE n Added a new perspective camera that will rotate the camera from the driver's point of view, allowing you to see the world from different angles, and even look at the sky. Sept 25, 2545 BE n Dynamic

Weather added - with winter now being snowy, and heat waves now producing more rain Aug 23, 2544 BE n Added a toggle to let you decide whether to use the user's masks in the Host-Assist mode. Oct 2, 2543 BE n Added a feature where, in the Host-Assist mode, any time the player changes a mask in the host player, the host will change his mask, as well. Mar 20, 2542 BE n Added a new Dialogue
system to the character Interaction, where you can say anything from "Hi" to "Sorry" and it will properly be displayed. Oct 26, 2541 BE n The animal code names now shows the first letter of the animal's codename, instead of their full name. Also the targetted animal code is now more readable, as the animal code name starts with a smaller, specific animal's name, instead of a longer generic one,
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